Some aspects of the evaluation of measurement uncertainty using reference materials.
To ensure and to confirm the required traceability according to the definition given in the International Vocabulary of Basic and Standard Terms in Metrology, three main aspects need to be considered in practice: "stated reference", "unbroken chain of calibration" and "stated uncertainty". For a certain spectrochemical result, each of the aspects above mentioned is highly dependent on measurement uncertainty, both on its magnitude and how it was estimated. The paper describes the experience of the Romanian National Institute of Metrology (INM) in estimating measurement uncertainty during certification of reference materials, in metrological calibration and during specific analytical processes. Practical examples of the use of reference materials or certified reference materials issued by the INM to estimate measurement uncertainty are discussed for their applicability in spectrochemical and turbidity analysis. Some aspects of the use of analysis of variance (ANOVA) to obtain additional information on the components of measurement uncertainty and to identify the magnitude of individual random effects are presented.